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Groups sue U.S. over NPR-A
LEASES: BLM didn't properly study drilling's possible effects on wildlife, coalition

says.

By WESLEY LOY
Anchorage Daily News Staff

 A coalition of environmental groups
has sued the federal government
seeking to block expanded oil and
gas leasing in the northeast corner
of the National Petroleum Reserve-
Alaska.

The groups, in the suit filed this week
in federal court in Juneau, argue that
the U.S. Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, which oversees the Indiana-
sized reserve, failed to do a proper
environmental study of how oil ex-
ploration and development could hurt
the region's rich bird and caribou
populations.

Plaintiffs include the National
Audubon Society, Alaska Wilderness
League, Center for Biological Di-
versity, Natural Resources Defense
Council, Northern Alaska Environ-
mental Center, Sierra Club and The
Wilderness Society.

Aside from the BLM, the suit names
Interior Secretary Gale Norton as a
defendant.

Norton is expected to decide within
a month on whether to approve the
BLM's preferred leasing plan for the
northeast reserve, which includes
giant Teshekpuk Lake and surround-
ing wetlands that attract scores of
migratory geese and other water-

fowl each summer.

The BLM says its plan will protect
the molting and nesting birds, cari-
bou and other wildlife on hundreds
of thousands of acres currently
closed to explorers, but which could
contain millions of barrels of crude
oil.

But the environmental groups con-
tend that the Bush administration is
rushing to undo vital environmental
protections that survived through
many presidential administrations,
including that of Ronald Reagan and
his Interior Secretary James Watt.

BLM officials in Anchorage declined
to comment on the lawsuit Wednes-
day.

However, Henri Bisson, the BLM's
Alaska director, noted the BLM's
leasing plan is likely to change sig-
nificantly as a result of ongoing talks
with officials from the North Slope
Borough, which has raised subsis-
tence and other concerns about the
plan.

Former President Harding set aside
the petroleum reserve for its oil po-
tential in 1923. Since that time, the
oil industry has concentrated most
of its efforts around the giant 1968
discovery at Prudhoe Bay, about 60
miles east of the reserve.

In recent years, oil companies
marched west with new fields and
pipelines, and they see the petroleum
reserve as a tantalizing frontier.

In a letter to the BLM late last
month, the Alaska Oil and Gas As-
sociation, which represents oil com-
panies, endorsed the leasing plan and
declared "the industry's environmen-
tal record in the Alaska Arctic is a
model for the world."

The lawsuit isn't the first brought by
the environmental groups seeking to
halt oil exploration in the petroleum
reserve. Audubon and other groups
last year sued to try to block a lease
sale in another, more westerly sec-
tion of the reserve, but a judge ruled
in favor of the BLM.


